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Most users ever online was on Thu Jan 16, am. It was originally produced by Ford from until It
returned in for the model year. It was originally created as a limited production model for
However, the car proved to be very popular and sold 15, units in its first model year, [3] leading
Ford to order more engines and begin series production. There has been some confusion about
the original intended use of the engine. It was thought this engine was first intended to power a
mid-engine sports car, that project known internally as GN34 was canceled. Patents have been
found and pictures of prototype SHO powerplants installed in the Taurus show that the original
intent was for the larger FWD setup and the GN34 would have come later. Production of the
SHO came to an end after the model year due to plummeting sales. The SHO differed from the
normal Taurus on the exterior by having a Mercury Sable hood, different bumpers, side
cladding, and fog lamps. A special edition of the SHO called the Plus package became available
in late It came as part of option package A and contained different styling cues from the
standard SHO, including a plastic 'Power Bulge' hood, chrome window trim, a plastic spoiler
without the 3rd brake light, body colored stripe in the lower cladding, black mirrors, black B and
C pillars, rod shifter upgrade, and a body color TAURUS badge. There were also some SHO's
that came with only part of the package options known in the community as a 'partial plus'.
White painted pluses had the option of white painted "slicer" wheels. Also in 91 a green called
"Deep Jewel Green Clearcoat Metallic" was available, but only with the plus option. The SHO
was redesigned for , although it continued with the same powertrain as before: The Yamaha
Built V-6 engine and 5-speed manual transmission. The second generation SHO borrowed from
the Mercury Sable 's front fenders, hood, and headlights, but used a different bumper, fog
lamps, and no middle lightbar. For the model year, the rear brakes on the SHO were converted
to solid discs, replacing the vented discs of almost identical dimensions that were used in the
â€” model years. The lack of an automatic transmission had hurt sales, which was a situation
that Ford rectified for MY Other changes for included a trunklid spoiler, with integrated center
high mount stop lamp, and "Italian" or directional Slicer wheels. With the addition of Italian
slicers the SHO now had right and left specific wheels. The model years featured very subtle
changes. They no longer came with chrome trim around the windows, the door handles were
now painted body color, and black was no longer offered as an interior or exterior color. They
then replaced the stock engine and drivetrain with SHO drivetrain. Inside, the interior was
replicated of that of a high spec SHO sedan, including its sport seats, steering wheel, and
included most of the SHO's equipment. The model became nothing more than a one off special,
and the Car and Driver staff as well as Ford admitted that the SHO wagon was created "just for
fun", and was never meant to be a serious production vehicle. This generation of SHO has
become prominent in American pop culture due to comedian Conan O'Brien using a green
model that he personally owns in a number of comedy sketches. He would later facetiously
claim to be the main influence behind Ford's decision to revive the model in a sketch when he
"reviewed" the SHO with a Ford employee. Unlike its predecessors, this SHO was more refined
and used less radical bodywork. It differed from the normal Taurus with different seats, Alloy
wheels , bumpers , V8 drivetrain, as well as a fin being put on the driver's side windshield wiper
, to keep it on the windshield at high speeds. It was also the only Ford Taurus generation with a
V8 Engine. The and later models got the AX4N transmission, which has the same gearsets and
thus the same gear ratios as the AX4S used in the to SHO, except for the final gear at When
energized Lower speeds it is full soft, when no power fast speeds and hard braking , full hard.
This included modified suspensions strut and Adaptable Assisted Steering. Each corner of the
car can be in either mode and acts independently. This eliminates dive on heavy braking and
drastically reduces squat on acceleration. The shock solenoids on all 4 struts and the solenoid
on the ZF rack and pinion steering changes their behaviour hard or soft based on independent
suspension sensors and ABS sensor based speed detection. The and models had sensors on
all 4 wheels. The models only had sensors on the 2 front wheels. The SARC suspension option
was deleted on the models using the same struts of the non-SHO Taurus, but keeping the

adjustable power steering option. After skipping two Ford Taurus generations, the resurrected
sport sedan has all-wheel drive and is largely derived from the Ford D3 platform. It features a 3.
This includes SHO-specific shock absorbers, springs, stabilizer bars and strut mount bushings.
An optional Performance Package offers better brake pads, recalibrated steering, a "Sport
Mode" for the stability control, additional cooling capacity, engine oil cooler, transmission
cooler, PTU cooler, a shorter 3. Visually, the differences from the regular Taurus are subtle. The
models were even more subtle, sporting a chrome wide-toothed grill, SHO C-Pillar logo and
5-spoked wheels. They all have a decklid spoiler, dual polished stainless steel exhaust tips, new
parking lamp bezels, a SHO EcoBoost rear logo. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Signed in as:. Welcome to the premier international source for Taurus SHO auto parts, where
our focus is to keep your SHO car going faster, stopping quicker, and running strong. For other
destinations, please email us for a Shipping Quote. We drive, track, race, and maintain our own
special cars, so we can appreciate how much you value your own SHO. We have knowledge and
research beyond just sales, as we have either built or installed every part we offer. SHO Source
specializes in offering quality parts and equipment to support the Gen 1, Gen 2 and Gen 3
platforms for daily street driving, HPDE track day fun, and full-on racing excitement. Custom
Requests. Available for other cars also. We offer premium quality repair and maintenance
products to ensure your SHO is in tip-top condition, as well as those for healing up a wounded
SHO. Additionally, we offer a huge number of upgrades intended anywhere from simply
boosting drivability to producing radical racetrack performance. Info SHOsource. Sign out.
Signed in as: filler godaddy. Account Orders My Account Sign out. Go Directly to Product Page.
Link to Products Page. Email Address. Return to Top of Home Page. Connect With Us. The Ford
Taurus was incredibly popular with consumers over the years. With enough size to
accommodate the family, yet economical enough for commuters and daily drivers, the Taurus
won the hearts of thousands. We dove in to find out more about some of the most common
problems , based on the accounts of Taurus owners that you should know. The check engine
light may come on, as an indication of a problem with the synchronizers. The magnet designed
for the camshaft position sensor might become dislodged from its mount, causing synchronizer
damage. The remedy here is a complete replacement of the magnets and synchronizers. Taurus
owners across 16 model years, from through , and various V6 engine configurations reported
these issues. On extremely cold days, vehicles can often struggle to start. But, for the Ford
Taurus, some owners who experience difficulties during cold starting, also report stalling out
when idling, and even hesitations during accelerations. This valve is designed to keep the
vehicle idle steady at a standstill. Over 13 model years are affected by this valve issue,
including , , , and Tell us about your daily commute. What makes it great? What would you want
to change? CityOfTomorrow pic. Nothing is more frightening than cruising along at highway
speeds when your car starts bucking and misfiring. Unfortunately, this is one of the second
most common problems with the Ford Taurus. Consumers report not only experiencing the
misfires but then when attempting to diagnose the problem, no fault codes were stored in the
control module. Some suggest this is caused by a more intermittent problem with the camshaft
synchronizer assembly. There is a Ford service bulletin for this concern, citing diagnosis can be
made by monitoring the knock sensor. Complete replacement of the synchronizer assembly is
the only option. This single most reported Ford Taurus problem is the leaky engine oil pan
gasket. While it might not seem like a terribly dangerous concern, the sheer number of

consumers experiencing a burning smell has outnumbered the other complaints so far. The 2.
You can save yourself some hassle with the higher mileage sedans. Automatic headlights not
working. The best car I have ever driven. Before this one, I leased the Fell in love instantly. It out
performs even the Mustang. I feel extremely safe in this vehicle. Acceleration is awesome and it
brakes on a dime. I will always be a SHO girl! This car is amazing all around. We wanted an 18
but they are twice the price of the And the 16 we bought looks almost exactly the same with low
miles. We have a Crown Vic LX with miles on it and still going strong. We love it. So we figured
we would get the new generation police car lol. I love Ford cars and will continue to stay loyal.
This car has every feature and then some. I'd say Fully loaded for sure. Handles like a dream
and has some serious giddy up. I'm retired now , Wanted a car, Was Concerned about poor
visibility on the side and rear. I guess because I'm tall I do not have that trouble. But backing up
into a parking space could be bad if not for the back up cam. It is a saver. Car is very
comfortable to drive Although my trips are short so far. I also like the keyless entire and push
button start. Car looks great love the wheels come with it down side is it had summer tires Gas
mileage I think should be better for having Turbo's I have found very little to complain about
And I would say If you are looking for a car in this body style to at least test drive one I think
you will like it. SHO with the Performance package is real "sleeper" with all the amenities. Quiet,
heavy and quick! I like the leather seats with the suede inset. Its cool in the summer and warm
in the winter. The heated and cooled seats are just an added bonus. The SHO is roomy and has
a spacious trunk and with the fold-down back seat you have some real depth for longer items,
like skis! I don't have a lot of ordinary folks asking about this beauty but the Police and Hi-Way
Patrol know what it is. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Taurus.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
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need to get this straight. As a Taurus it is a gen 6 but as a SHO it is called a gen 4. It is irrelevant
that the car is first and foremost a Taurus when talking about the generation of the model of the
SHO. Just eliminate the confusion for the general public that is caused by people refering to the
6 gen Taurus and 4 gen sho. Search for mustang gt and look at the topic it goes to. Fifth
generation Please don't blanket revert my corrections. The article contained some incorrect
information i. Fiero and I removed the bogus info. I worked with Ford so and corrected the cites.
Ask me anything, but don't blanket revert without discussing first. Corwin8 talk , 30 November
UTC. Ford published Taurus SHO specific build numbers and issued certificates to owners for
from the Ford Racing division. Since the build numbers support the exclusivity of the model, are
factual numbers, and are of an interest to the community, I would like to post a chart of these
numbers and the breakdown for the MY. Markathome99 talk , 30 January UTC. I'd like to add a
section pertaining to the 2nd-generation's motorsport history, but not sure whether to add as a
stand-alone section, or as a subsection under 2nd-generation. Here's the text:. Scalapaedia talk
, 9 March UTC. Please take a moment to review my edit. If you have any questions, or need the
bot to ignore the links, or the page altogether, please visit this simple FaQ for additional
information. I made the following changes:. When you have finished reviewing my changes, you
may follow the instructions on the template below to fix any issues with the URLs. As of
February , "External links modified" talk page sections are no longer generated or monitored by
InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required regarding these talk page notices, other than
regular verification using the archive tool instructions below. Editors have permission to delete
these "External links modified" talk page sections if they want to de-clutter talk pages, but see
the RfC before doing mass systematic removals. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This is
not a forum for general discussion of the article's subject. Put new text under old text. Click
here to start a new topic. New to Wikipedia? Learn to edit ; get help. Assume good faith Be
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needed Article policies. Cars portal. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit New section
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
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newcomers Seek dispute resolution if needed. Article policies No original research Neutral point
of view Verifiability. WikiProject Automobiles. Cars portal v t e This article is within the scope of
WikiProject Automobiles , a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of automobiles on
Wikipedia. If you would like to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the
discussion and see a list of open tasks. This article has been rated as Start-Class on the
project's quality scale. This article has been rated as Mid-importance on the project's
importance scale. WikiProject Brands. This article has not yet received a rating on the project's
quality scale. This article has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale. The
Taurus is rightly credited as the car that saved Ford in the mids, but it has fallen on hard times

these days. A massive sales success from its launch in , the Taurus was futuristic enough to be
the hero car in Robocop without much more than a black paint job. Today, though, large sedans
are on the outs, drowning in the rising tide of crossover sales. What better time, then, to take a
look back at the best of all of them: the original Vpowered Taurus SHO. An overlooked,
approachable collectible, the first two generations are quick and comfortable, and
well-looked-after examples are getting harder to come by. Before any Bavarian-accented
scoffing starts up, consider the state of the automotive industry in the mids. The C4 Corvette
had just shown up with all of horsepower under its fiberglass hood. Yamaha has long been
involved in automotive work, playing a critical role in some of the best Toyota products ever
made, including the manufacture of the rare GT. The company was arguably at the top of its
game during the s, even moving into supplying engines to Formula 1 by the end of the decade.
The project was supposed to be kept secret, away from prying eyes. In production form, the
SHO could sprint to 60 mph in around 6. It was , Kenny Loggins was in the charts, and Ford was
about to take the onramp to the Danger Zone. Ford wanted a little of this mojo for two possible
six-cylinder offerings: the SHO, and a mid-engined car intended to take on the Pontiac Fiero.
Dubbed the GN34, and shown in concept form, this what-might-have-been project made it as far
as prototyping, including two Pantera-based versions that still exist in the Jack Roush
collection. A lightweight, mid-engined, six-cylinder screamer might have been quite a
weaponâ€”a Porsche Boxster or Cayman before either existed. They went with the latter, which
became the Explorer, which was a huge success. But what to do with the engine? Yamaha had
exceeded expectations, increasing horsepower by 80 to a total of hp. It had the same degree
angle, mm bore, and mm stroke, but the V-6 now revved some rpm higher. Torque was up too,
to lb-ft. The production car arrived in and was an instant success. Commercials of the time
made much about its limited production, but Ford moved 15, SHOs in the very first year. Along
with the Yamaha-tuned engine, the SHO received a reworked suspension, dual exhausts,
heavily bolstered sport seats, and inch wheels. For those with German appetites on slim
budgets, the SHO provided sport sedan thrills at an affordable price. It was roomy enough to
haul the whole family, but not too boring if Mom or Dad were the type of people who still
dreamed about the Mustang they had to sell before kids came along. There were, however, a few
issues. The next year, a 3. A fleet of second-generation cars were bought by the Bob Bondurant
performance driving school, and used to teach students the secrets of speed. Because the
Yamaha V-6 matched the dimensions of the workhorse Vulcan V-6, Ford built several prototypes
that hinted at an entire line of SHO-powered products. The SHO Ranger was first, complete with
basket-weave Enkei wheels and a ground-effects kit, typical of the mini-trucking craze of the
time. Stop laughing. About 40 of these were built with automatic transmissions, and 20 were
leased to the public. Essentially an experiment to gauge the practical considerations of using
aluminum in mass-production, the Sable AIV was largely developed in Canada, and weighed
some pounds less than the SHO. More than a footnote to SHO history, some of the techniques
used to build this car eventually helped Ford develop aluminum bodywork construction fo
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r later models, including the F Unfortunately, by the true SHO was over. While the badge
continued, the third-generation car was different: automatic-only, heavier, Vpowered, and
slower. By , Ford was ready to run down the curtains on the SHO. Spread out over six years of
sales, the first two generations of SHO built a strong and loyal fanbase. Proper maintenance
goes a long way, and the large volume of SHOs once on the road means that parts are not
scarce. To some, the SHO is still just a mass-produced American sedan from an age when
quality was, perhaps, not always job one. But the two men who built the first one took pride in
their work, enough to take a risky photograph. They thought it was special. They were right. Car
Profiles. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters
Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the
most collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment.

